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Photo captions

page 2
The cover represents Jussi Björling in Gounod’s Roméo et Juliette. The 
painting was done by Ann-Gerd Linander, after a 1940 photo from 
Atelier Jaeger. 

page 7
A 1929 letter from Jussi Björling to John Forsell where he apologizes for 
some bad behavior at Forsell’s Summer home.

page 16
The three Björling brothers touring in Dalarna, 1916-17.

page 17
A note about Ester Björling’s funeral from the Borlänge Tidning.

page 18
Jussi was not given a singing grade from the 1918 Örebro Autumn school 
term.

page 19
David with his three oldest sons in 1916 or 1917.

page 20
At the Norden Hotel in Ystad in 1926. From the left, Olle, unknown, 
Gösta, Jussi, Karl and David.

page 21
David Björling’s death notice, Borlänge Tidning, August 17, 1926.

page 22
Jussi Björling’s marked score of Ballo in maschera (see inside cover).

page 26
Raymond Björling with his mother Jean.

page 28
LP cover for Bluebell’s Erik Odde recordings.

page 30



Scene from the movie, Fram för framgång.

page 32
Jussi in bed with sciatica.

page 37
Jussi’s “Field Artist” armband from his WWII service.

page 42
Red Cross day at Skansen, Stockholm, May 8, 1955.

page 45
On a walk in Amsterdam, photographed by son Anders in May of 1960.

page 46
A Siarö neighbor mourning the news of Jussi’s death.

page 52
David and Ester
David Björling, Jussi’s father, born in Strömsbruk in Hälsingland in 1873,
was originally a smith, just as his father had been, but also a very talented 
tenor singer. He auditioned for, and was accepted into the Metropolitan 
Opera School at  the beginning of the 20th century--something which, at 
that time, must have seemed both exotic and advanced. There was no Met 
career, possibly due to stubbornness and bad temper. He returned to 
Sweden and Borlänge in 1907.

page 53
In 1909 David married Ester Sund(1882-1917), who bore him 4 sons
(1909-1917). She was a good amateur pianist and also accompanied her
little sons. Soon after the birth of her last son, Karl, she died from TB
at the Academic Hospital in Uppsala. 

page 54
The young Björling family at the photographer’s studio, David in a formal 
and elegant pose. Ester justifies her reputation as a beauty.
Karl is not yet born; the other children are about 5, 3 and 2. 

page 55
David fishing at Särna in northern Dalarna in 1917 with the 3 boys; cousin 
Märta Björling on the left.



page 56
The three brothers got used to traveling, and became “little gentlemen” at 
an early age.

page 57
This unique picture was taken in the Fall of 1921 at Noret School in 
Leksand (Leksand’s church in the background). Jussi is on the far right in 
the middle row; Gösta stands behind him, to the reader’s left. 

page 58-59
There were about 35 years between these identically-posed photographs of 
the three singers. On January 18, 1952, the brothers were brought together 
for a unique recording and were photographed on that occasion.

page 60
The Björling quartet sings with father David inYstad on July 8, 1926. The 
youngest brother, Karl, joined the others for a short period. Little more 
than a month later, David passed away in Västervik.

page 61
The three oldest boys Olle, Jussi and Gösta struggle on. They don’t do 
well: none of them has David’s contacts or PR ability  and the group is 
disbanded in 1927.

page 62
In September 2010, a trove of love letters between Jussi and Linnéa 
Hëllströmwas found. “My own beloved little Nea,” Jussi writes, and his 
feelings are not to be mistaken.

page 63
Linnéa and Jussi walking in Stockholm in the Summer of 1928.

page 64
The 19-year-old Jussi with his son Rolf in his arms. The picture was taken 
in the Summer of 1929 and we see a proud but inexperienced father. 
Hardly a year has passed since he auditioned for John Forsell at the opera 
house and his career has just begun. That Summer he would visit Forsell’s
“singers’ island” on the West coast. In the Autumn he would begin his 
studies at the opera school.

page 65



A little less than 30 years later, Rolf is standing with Raymond in his arms. 
The picture was taken in Chicago where Rolf lived for several years in the 
1950s. In the Fall of 1958 Jussi was singing at Chicago Lyric Opera in 
Aida, Trovatore and Rigoletto. Rolf thought it would be a good 
opportunity to meet and went to Jussi’s hotel. Relations with Anna-Lisa 
were not good and she did not permit them to meet. Jussi never saw his 
grandchild, and Raymond never saw his famous grandfather.

page 66-67
Father and son in the same role.
Rolf Björling was one of the mainstays of the Royal Opera ensemble in 
Stockholm from 1969-85. He had several of Jussi Björling’s roles in his 
repertoire, for instance Radamès. On the left, Rolf, on the right, Jussi. 
Other roles they both sang were the Duke in Rigoletto, Manrico in 
Trovatore and Cavaradossi in Tosca. Rolf’s timbre reminded one of Jussi, 
even if it was a bit darker, “tenore robusto.”

page 68
Jussi and the large Zander family in Asarum in July of 1935.

page 69
All the Zander sisters were delighted when Jussi came for a visit. From the 
left, Eva, Rut and Anna.

page 70
The document where Jussi acknowledges fathering Birgitta (later called 
Kickie) with Eva Zander.

page 71a
Kickie, with her husband Lennart Ekman in the background.

page 71b
Kickie’s two fathers in the same picture, Jussi in the middle and Gösta 
Hansson on the right. On the left is Helmer Enwall, Jussi’s manager.

page 72a
In 1933 Anna-Lisa was chosen as Stockholm’s Lucia, a very attractive 
title, giving both prestige and fame.

page 72b
Jussi and Anna-Lisa’s “engagement concert” at the Sports Palace in 
Stockholm.



page 74a
On Monday June 3, 1935, Jussi and Anna-Lisa’s wedding took place at the
Oscar church in Stockholm. A real society event which was noted by the
bridegroom’s many admirers. Of course opera manager “Uncle John” was 
one of the honored guests. Still, the wedding was somewhat overshadowed 
by the royal wedding between Denmark’s crown prince Frederik and 
Princess Ingrid of Sweden a week earlier.

74b
A tense bridegroom arriving at the church together with his best man,
Einar Larson.

76-77
Jussi and Anna-Lisa appeared together about 20 times. In 1948 their joint 
career had a real boost. Their Stockholm debut was at Skansen on Aug. 4
in front of 20,000 wildly cheering spectators. “Jussi Björling had to play 
second fiddle,” one paper wrote, and another: “Her soprano has both 
brilliance and reach.”

They  sang together on several opera stages also abroad. Among others, 
performances in San Francisco and a duet in a Met concert. In the picture 
on the right, they are shown on the cover of the Washington Post magazine 
in 1957.
Anna-Lisa also made several appearances on her own, sometimes as a 
stand-in for her famous husband.

page 78
The girls in the wings.
Jussi preferred to have somebody from his family in the background when 
he sang. Anna-Lisa was almost always with him wherever he sang, and 
often Ann-Charlotte was also in the wings. In the picture above, she wipes 
Turiddu’s forehead in Cavalleria at the Met (Feb. 3, 1953).
On the right, Jussi and his women have gathered after a 1957 Skansen 
concert celebrating Swedish Flag Day.

page 80
Friendship turned into marriage.
10 years after Jussi’s death, Anna-Lisa married the financier Ulf Barkman. 
They  had known each other since the 1940s, when Jussi and Anna-Lisa 
met him and his wife Ruby several times in NY. After Jussi’s death, when 
Ruby had also passed away, they renewed contacts. Friendship grew into 
love and their wedding took place at Ösmo Church on May 4, 1970. Ulf 



Barkman was Jussi’s opposite: he was calm and steady, which was in vivid 
contrast to Jussi’s hectic artist’s life. Anna-Lisa said herself that she was 
grateful to have been married to two such different  men. “Ulf was a man 
of honor who took care of the large family he acquired,” Lars Björling 
said. Ulf Barkman passed away in 1993 and Anna-Lisa became a widow 
for the second time, but remained in their Karlavägen 11 apartment until 
her death in 2006.

page 82
Jussi and Anna-Lisa visit the photographer with their first-born, Anders.

page 83
Anders and wife Janet visit Jussi and Anna-Lisa at a Chicago performance 
of Manon Lescaut  in 1957.

page 84
Hands up!
Caught by his oldest son Anders, at their Nybrogatan home, after Jussi’s 
return from one of his many and long US tours. The picture was taken at 
the beginning of March 1940 after an absence of more than five months.

page 86
When Lars was born on April 16, 1939, the opera manager sent a card of 
congratulations with the words “Hearty congratulations for heroic tenor 
#2.Your devoted John Forsell.”  In the picture, Lars holds the card.

page 87
Gathering around the new family member at Wettershaga in August of 
1939.

page 88
Ann-Charlotte as Maria in The Sound of Music at Folkan theater in 
Stockholm.

page 89
Visiting Daddy’s dressing room at the Royal Opera before Bohème on 
December 29, 1952.

page 90-91
66 years between pictures
A few months after Ann-Charlotte’s birth in 1943, the whole Björling 
family was photographed by Royal Court photographer Welinder, one of 
Stockholm’s leading portraitists of the time. 



In August of 2009, Anders was visiting from America and the children 
gathered for a picture around Dad’s bust, which is sited between the opera 
house and Jakob’s Church in Stockholm. Lars on the left, Anders on right.

page 93
Grandmother Emy and the children arriving in NY before Christmas of 
1946.

page 94
Jussi’s addresses
When Jussi came to Stockholm in the late 20s, he first lived at  many 
different addresses, 85 Upplandsgatan, 56 Valhallavägenamong others. 
When he married Anna-Lisa in 1935, they first moved to De Geersgatan, 
and 3 years later to Nybrogatan, where the family  lived for 17 years. In 
1955 they moved to 11 Karlavägen, just below the Engelbrekt church. 
This was before the time of unlisted telephone numbers and of course, 
Royal Court Singer Jussi Björling was in the telephone book with his 
address and phone number also for Siarö. One could call whenever one 
liked.

page 95
Telephone conversation in what Jussi called the Men’s Den at the  
Nybrogatan apartment.

page 96-97
Opera director John Forsell among his opera school students… The 
picture probably taken in 1930. 

John Forsell’s notebook from 1928
Opera director John Forsell immediately understood that he had found an 
enormous talent. In his notebook, which contains very different judgments 
of all who had auditioned for him, he writes,”Mr. Björling, audition at  the 
Foyer on August 21, 1928, born 1911, tenor. Second audition which was 
followed on Aug. 28 by audition for the opera school. Remarkably good, a
phenomenon, 17-years-old. Should be taken care of! Might become 
something. Mattinata, Bohème and others. Will try to get support from the 
theater and others to get him into the opera school.”

page 98
Key to next section
On the following 48 pages, Jussi’s opera roles are represented by original 
posters in chronological order of their first performance by him. Under 
every  poster are noted the role, the opera and the years in which the roles 



were sung. The following numbers indicate the number of performances: 
the first number shows performances with the Royal Opera in Stockholm; 
if it is followed by a + sign, the next number indicates number of 
performances with other opera companies.

page 100
19-year-old Jussi Björling as Don Ottavio in Don Giovanni, which was his 
official debut role. The reviews were cautious. In Svenska Dagbladet, 
Moses Pergament wrote, “He has a beautiful tenor voice with a warm 
timbre, somewhat baritonal in color, and promises well, even 
dramatically.” Stockholms Dagblad wrote, “Fresh tenor, though still a little 
weak in the middle range.”

page 105
The contract
On May  19, 1931, Jussi Björling signed his first permanent contract with 
the Royal Opera. That he was considered promising already as a 20-year-
old is evident from the fact that a 5-year contract was written with an 
increase in salary for each year, from 6,000 to 12,000 kronor.

page 107
The yearning and elegant Count Almaviva in Barber of Seville, Royal 
Opera, 1931.

page 108
The arrogant Duke of Mantua in Rigoletto was one of Jussi’s most 
successful roles. Here from a Met production from 1945.

page 111
Jussi as the peasant boy  Nemorino in L’elisir d’amore with Helga Görlin 
as Adina, Royal Opera, 1932.

page 112
Last scene of La traviata with Jussi as Alfredo, Helga Görlin as the dying
Violetta and Einar Larson as Germont.

page 115
Jussi as Vladimir Igorevich in Borodin’s Prince Igor with Gertrud Pålson-
Wettergren as Konchakovna, Royal Opera, 1933.

page 116
Roméo was one of Jussi’s favorite roles. He sang it once opposite his own 
Juliette,wife Anna-Lisa, at a San Francisco performance on Sept. 27, 1951.



page 119
Jussi as Haroun, opposite Brita Ewert as Djamileh in Bizet’s one-act 
opera. Royal Opera, 1933.

page 120
Thanks for a warm reception after a performance as Cavaradossi where 
Jussi sang opposite Aase Nordmo-Løvberg as Tosca and Sigurd Björling 
as Scarpia, Royal Opera, 1956.

page 122
Group photo after the Royal Opera’s guest performances of the Magic 
Flute at the Malmö theater on Dec. 7 and 8, 1936. Jussi sitting in the 
middle; to the right above him opera director John Forsell with Anna-Lisa.

page 124
Jussi sang the title role of Gounod’s Faust more than 70 times. It also 
became his last role on the opera stage, which happened in San Francisco 
in 1960. The picture probably from 1940.

page 126
The love-struck poet Rodolfo in Bohème is the role which Jussi sang the 
most, 114 times. Royal Opera, 1934.

page 128
Jussi as the young stevedore Luigi in Puccini’s Tabarro, which takes place 
on a barge on the Seine at the beginning of the 20th century. Royal Opera, 
1934.

page 131
In Pietro Mascagni’s one-act opera, Cavalleria Rusticana, Jussi sang the 
role of the treacherous adulterer Turiddu. Royal Opera, 1954.

page 133
Warrior/troubadour Manrico was one of Jussi’s most successful roles, one 
which not only demanded a powerful voice but also dramatic nuance. 
Royal Opera, 1957.

page 135
Radamès, the Egyptian general who falls in love with the slave girl Aida,
was sung by Jussi 24 times in Stockholm, the last in 1958. 14 years later,



on May 17, 1972, his son Rolf sang the same role on the same stage. 
Royal Opera, 1935.

page 136a
Jussi as tragic Canio in Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci, one of his--and 
Caruso’s--favorite roles.

page 136b
The role of Faust  in Hector Berlioz’s “dramatic legend,” The Damnation 
of Faust was sung by  Jussi 10 times, only in Stockholm. Royal Opera,
1936.

page 139
Jussi as the American navy lieutenant Pinkerton, Royal Opera, 1936.

page 141
Jussi as the Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama in Meyerbeer’s grand 
opéra L’africaine. The work hasn’t been given in Stockholm since then. 
Royal  Opera, 1938.

page 143
Chevalier des Grieux in Puccini’s Manon Lescaut, the opera in which Jussi 
stood on an opera stage for the very first time in 1930, in the small role of 
the Lamplighter. Royal Opera, 1951.

page 145
Don Carlos
On Nov. 6, 1950 the Met season opened with a spectacular TV broadcast 
of Verdi’s Don Carlos with Jussi in the title role and Robert Merrill as 
Rodrigo. With Don Carlos, which hadn’t been performed at the Met for 20 
years, Rudolph Bing also began his long reign as manager. Cooperation 
between Jussi and Bing could not have had a better start, but the 50s 
would be characterized by deep conflict between them.
In total Jussi gave 955 performances of 55 operas and operettas, out of 
which 659 performances in 54 of those works were with the Royal Opera 
in Stockholm. The only role he never sang on his home stage was Don 
Carlos (which he sang 16 times in the US). 
On April 1, 1960, Jussi stood for the very last time on an opera stage. He 
sang Gounod’s Faust in San Francisco and got brilliant  reviews.  
“Bjoerling was in splendid voice…this is one of his finest seasons.” A 
great end of a fabulous opera career.

page 146



Two Swedish conductors
They meant much to Jussi. Sixten Ehrling above. The picture was taken 
after an Aida performance in Stockholm on June 4, 1957. Nils Grevillius 
on the right, was Jussi’s “own” Court  Conductor. With him Jussi made 
innumerable performances and recordings throughout his career. Here they 
are backstage at Skansen when Jussi sang at King Gustav’s 90th birthday 
celebration, June 16, 1948. But why are they shaking hands? Is Jussi 
thanking him for permission to use the Manager’s toilet??

page 148
Toscanini
On the 16th and 17th of August 1939, Jussi sang in Verdi’s Requiem at the 
Lucerne Festival in Switzerland. The conductor was none less than Arturo 
Toscanini. At the rehearsal before the concert Toscanini suddenly put his 
baton down while Jussi was singing. Jussi, who knew how demanding 
Toscanini was, got nervous and asked what he had done wrong. But 
Toscanini calmly  answered, “Nothing at all. You sing, Björling, and I will 
follow.” Jussi kept that compliment with him for the rest of his life.

149
The Hungarian Georg Solti
was a strict and despotic conductor who was difficult to work with. Above 
he rehearses the Ballo in Chicago in Nov. of 1957; there it seems to have 
gone without problems. Less than three years later, in July 1960, the same 
opera is to be recorded in Rome. There such a serious conflict arose 
between them that the whole recording was cancelled. The picture on the 
right is unique, showing Jussi trying to hide his feelings (in the 
background the soprano Sylvia Stahlman).Very depressed, Jussi goes 
home to Siarö where he dies 2 months later.

page 150
Jussi and a few of his sopranos
Above, with Maria Callas in an accidental and rare meeting at Kastrup  
airport in Copenhagen. They  did only two performances together in 
Trovatore in Chicago in 1955. 
On the far left, with Birgit Nilsson in Tosca in Stockholm on January 14, 
1955. 
On the left, with Victoria de los Angeles during a pause in the recording of 
Madama Butterfly in Rome in 1959.
On the right: Hjördis Schymberg was Jussi’s frequent partner in Sweden. 
Between 1934 and 1960 they sang together 126 times in 17 operas. During 
a Trovatore performance Jussi is said to have opened his helmet visor 
during one of Schymberg’s Leonora arias, and said “How damned good 



you are!” He gets a kiss after Trovatore on March 6, 1960. It became 
Jussi’s last performance at the Royal Opera in Stockholm.

page 153
Three singing admirers
The sopranos Margareta Hallin, Hjördis Schymberg and Kjerstin Dellert
on the occasion when Jussi was appointed honorary member of the Soloist 
Club of the Royal Opera (Gröna Lund concert on June 9, 1960). Jussi is 
only 49-years-old, but we see a worn and spent man, old before his time.

page 155
World tenor meeting
Who was the best? Beniamino Gigli or Jussi Björling? The Italians, of 
course, said Gigli, a great part  of the rest of the world said Björling. Under 
any circumstances, it was two of the foremost tenors of the 20th century 
who met more or less by accident in Gothenburg on the 25th of April 1949. 
Gigli was there to sing, Jussi arrived by  boat from America on the same 
day. They met and went to Waidele’s well-known music shop where they 
listened to each other’s recordings.

page 157
The baritone Robert Merrill,
always called Bob, was maybe the only  colleague who understood Jussi 
and came really close to him. Their recordings from the Pearl Fishers, 
Rigoletto, Otello, and Don Carlos are beloved in the opera world and have 
become eternal classics. 
The picture on the left is not  a stage picture. It was arranged for the 
marketing of the “revenge duet” from Otello, the only music Jussi ever 
sang from that opera. “Maybe I will sing the complete role when my 
voice, in a natural way, has developed for that task.” That never happened. 
Enemies in Otello but very  good friends in private. Above, together with 
Anna-Lisa and Ann-Charlotte in a relaxed pose during the classic 
recording of Rigoletto in Rome in 1956. 

page 158
Set Svanholm
was a multi-talented musician who made his career consecutively as 
school teacher, church singer and organist, singing teacher, baritone and
heroic tenor. During the 1940s and 50s he was a leading Wagner tenor in 
Vienna, London and at the Met in New York. He is said to have gone to 
opera manager John Forsell in the spring of 1936 telling him that he had 
found a new tenor. When Forsell asked who that might be, Svanholm 
answered, “It’s me.” 



In the picture on the left, it’s June 1930. Svanholm is choral conductor at 
Jakob’s church in Stockholm and has young Jussi among the tenors. 
Svanholm wants order in his choir and demands better discipline and 
attendance from Jussi. During a rehearsal Jussi suddenly leaves, slamming 
the door on his way out. Soon the door opens again, Jussi puts his head in 
and says, “You get a better tenor if you can!”
In spite of that incident, Björling and Svanholm remained good friends all 
their lives and often socialized with their families (seen on the right). Set 
Svanholm’s singing wife, Ninni (born Högstedt) was in the same school 
year at the conservatory  as both her future husband and Jussi. Svanholm 
was manager of the Royal Opera from 1958 to 1963, and thus he was 
manager at the time of Jussi’s death in 1960.
On the left, a 19-year-old Jussi Björling together with Set Svanholm one 
month before Jussi’s opera debut.

page 161
Field artist
During WWII Jussi performed as a Field Artist for Swedish military 
troops throughout the country. On July 2, 1941, he sang to the soldiers at 
Övertorneå near the Torne river and the Finnish border.
Torsten Röstlund was a sergeant stationed near Armasjärvi, “Without 
asking, I borrowed a bicycle from the regiment and went about 10km to 
the open-air stage to listen to Jussi. I brought my camera, a Rolleicord, and 
shot a roll during the concert. I remember that he sang a full concert 
program, first classical music and after intermission some lighter pieces. 
An unforgettable experience.”

page 162
Pix, Läkerol, Coryfin, Meditol. Jussi did advertising for many throat 
lozenges, but which was the best one? Was it the lozenge “Jussi”?

page 164
Making an estimate in the chronology which accompanies this book of 
how many  days Jussi spent traveling, it appears that during his life he 
traveled more than 4,000 days--without including little trips within 
Sweden. That means that he was on the road for about 11 years all 
together, a long time during a relatively short life. 
His first longer journey  outside Dalarna was to Sveg in Härjedalen, a trip 
of more than 200 km, surely  much  for a 6-year-old at that time. There he 
and his brothers sang, led by David, in the church and house of Templars 



in Sept. 1917. His very last journey outside Stockholm was to Gothenburg 
for a concert on the 5th of August, 1960.
In between he visited all major cultural centers in the world, Copenhagen, 
London, Vienna, Amsterdam, Paris, Rome, Milan, Budapest, Berlin, New 
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco… Only once did he visit 
another continent, South Africa, in late Summer of 1954. He never came 
to Asia, Australia or South America. 
His first journey as a 5-year-old was from Örebro to Borlänge to sing. 
Already  as an 8-year-old he went to the big country  in the West, and as an 
adult had thousands of travel days. One could imagine how such frequent 
travel influences a person who at the same time has to perform at the 
highest level. In that perspective one can understand the immense pressure 
and that Jussi now and then had to cancel performances. At the same time, 
one is impressed by the great successes and his ability to remain at the 
very top of the world’s singers. 
On the left, returning home on December 9, 1953 after two months in the 
US.

page 166
At sea
In the 1930s the journeys were long and often by boat. To cross the 
Atlantic might take more than a week, and you had to amuse yourself…

page 168
for instance by walking on the deck or playing ping pong, where Jussi 
excelled.

page 171
Honeymoon
After the wedding in Stockholm in June of 1935, the married couple left 
for the Continent. Milan was the goal, and Lago di Como, where they  met 
Jussi’s brother Gösta and his fiancée Heddy  Petersen. On their journey 
back, they passed through Berlin and Anna-Lisa wrote a postcard (left) on 
the 15th of June to her brother Olle: “It’s a pity to leave because it’s much 
nicer here than in Milan.”
On June 19th Jussi was working again. He sang at Tivoli in Copenhagen.

page 173
With the Berglunds in Paris
Jussi and Anna-Lisa drink up the sun outside Théâtre de Champs-Elysées. 
They  are together with the bass-baritone Joel Berglund and his wife 
Gunhild. They took pictures of each other when Jussi and Joel gave two 
concerts of Swedish music, on June 12thand 13th of 1937 with the 



Stockholm concert association orchestra led by Nils Grevillius. Joel 
Berglundwas director of the Royal Opera from 1949 to 1956.

page 174
Traveling on his own
Jussi did not like to travel alone and Anna-Lisa generally joined him on 
his journeys, but during the US tour of March-April 1952 she could not 
come. Instead she sent a little travel diary  with Jussi which she herself 
began with a few admonitions and a wish list of things which she wanted 
him to buy: Dorothy  Gray Skin cream, nylon stockings #7, slips for Ann-
Charlotte, a banjo for Lasse, jazz records for Anders. Everyday  Jussi  
noted what performances he had given, what people he had met, and so 
on. On the 24th of March he wrote a very personal note about Met 
manager Rudolph Bing: “Monday, March 24, performance Carlo. More 
normal. Have met and seen Bing several times. He, on the other hand, 
doesn’t seem to have known about my existence. You can’t understand 
that guy.”

page 175
On April 17, it was time to go home, and one cannot mistake Jussi’s 
longing for home. Three weeks in the US without Anna-Lisa was far too 
long, even if the tour had been a success. And he had company on the trip 
with Prime Minister Tage Erlander. The flight over the Atlantic got 
difficult, and Erlander’s own diary comments speak for themselves: 
“Journey home went well, but Jussi Björling was rather tiresome when 
drunk.”

page 176
The Wenner-Grens
Industrialist Axel Wenner-Gren and his wife Marguerite belonged to the 
inner circle around Jussi Björling. The couple were often guests at many 
of Jussi’s performances and the families also socialized in private. 
Marguerite cared very much about Anna-Lisa. Every morning, for many 
years after Jussi’s death, she sent fresh milk from Häringe Manor where 
she lived, to Karlavägen, with her driver. In the picture above, Marguerite 
Wenner-Gren and Jussi talk with Elizabeth Taylor at a reception in Sept. 
1953 at the Wenner-Gren Palace in Stockholm.  

page 177



In Feb 1954 Jussi was troubled by a serious throat infection during his US 
tour. Then he was invited by Axel Wenner-Gren to the Bahamas to recover 
and rest his voice.

179
Jussi and the athletes
With his popular background and genuine interest  in sports, Jussi had no 
difficulty in socializing with professional athletes. Gunnar Nordahl, left, 
was Sweden’s first professional soccer player. He  signed with Italy’s AC
 Milan in 1949. The transfer sum was 75,000 kronor and Gunnar himself 
had a monthly salary of 1500 kronor. In May of 1951 he visited Jussi in 
his dressing room at La Scala in Milan before a Ballo performance.
Ingemar Johansson was in New York in 1959 to fight for the world 
championship,which he won on June 26. A couple of weeks before the 
fight, the two famous Swedes tested their guard at  a party  at the Swedish 
Consulate in New York. Jussi was interviewed on the radio and asked if he 
would like to arm-wrestle with Ingo: “No, I don’t want to damage his 
right!” was the swift reply.

page 180
King Gustav V
congratulates the recent Commander of the Order of Vasa at a Red Cross 
benefit concert at the Stockholm concert hall on Dec. 8, 1942. Two years 
later, Jussi is appointed Royal Court Singer. Björling’s relations with the 
royal court were very good and he often sang at different royal events. 

page 181
King Gustav VI Adolf
invited to lunch with the association “Artists’ Friends” at Waldemarsudde 
Museum in Stockholm on May 30, 1960. There was a simple and open 
atmosphere and it seemed natural to see Jussi and Anna-Lisa at such an 
occasion.
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Jussi the strongman
It’s well known that Jussi was very good at arm-wrestling; he had big 
hands (which he preferred to hide on stage) and was strong as a bear. 
Many believe that nobody ever beat him. Here he is defeating the Danish 
writer Rudolf Wange,the journalistAlli Hallingis in the background. 

page 184
The dark side



It is not a secret that Jussi Björling sometimes had big problems with 
alcohol. For longer or shorter periods he cancelled performances both in 
Sweden and abroad, due to his drinking. He commented on the problem 
himself “ I drink to be able to sing and sometimes it gets too much.” In his 
autobiography he writes, “I have chosen the method of cancelling a 
concert rather than giving a bad concert, and whatever one might say 
about that method: it has artistic ambition.”
Various illnesses were often given as reason for his indisposition and 
cancellations, but among some people it  was said that the real reason was 
alcohol. Sometimes the question was openly discussed, and already in 
1938 there was a critical article in the theater magazine, Scenen, where the
question was posed: ”For how long may an opera artist behave badly?”
It was also said that Jussi damaged his whole profession. 
The clippings on the right reflect this and what happened on the 31st of 
Ocotber, 1931 (on the left) caused not only much gossip but also some
laughter. 
In spite of cancelled performances, public jokes and “public anger,” Jussi 
kept his popularity. One could even claim that his alcohol problems made 
him still more beloved by the general public. And most important was the 
fact that his drinking never overshadowed his art. After every period of 
absence, he came back, forgiven and welcomed, and sang still better.
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Cover boy
During his whole career, Jussi generously welcomed the press and often 
appeared on magazine covers. 
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Recordings
There are not many classical singers who can be compared with Jussi 
regarding the quality and number of recordings made. That heritage does 
not only consist of studio records but also of preserved concert, movie, 
radio and TV recordings. Jussi’s remarkable career as a child gave him an 
exceptionally  early recording debut. Together with his brothers he 
recorded three acoustic records in the US when he was nine years old. 
Among them was the recording of Psalm 4 which can be heard on the CD 
included with this book.
The young tenor’s potential in the record market was discovered early. 
Jussi’s first test recordings for HMV were made in 1929, the year before 
his opera debut. These recordings got him a contract. Up to the end of 
1936 Jussi made about 80 recordings for the Swedish market. They were 
mostly  operetta and popular tunes (among them as a pop  singer using the 
pseudonym Erik Odde) but also arias and lieder. In 1936 it was clear that a 



world career was waiting and Jussi got a contract to record on HMV’s 
prestigious Red Label.
In a few years, Jussi was one of the most important singers in the classical 
record market. He continued during the 30s and 40s to record 78s for 
HMV and RCA. In 1951 he could be heard on LP for the first  time. And in 
1952 he recorded his first complete opera in the studio, Trovatore, 
followed by 10 more complete opera recordings and Verdi’s Requiem.
If you ask how many Jussi Björling records there are, that depends on how 
you define the concept. A gross estimate shows that his voice is preserved 
in almost 700 recordings of different compositions, out of which 38 are 
complete large works. Almost all of this musical heritage is now available 
on CD and much can also be downloaded from the Internet. 
In 1959 Jussi Björling received a Grammy for his LP “Bjoerling in opera,” 
and another in 1961, after his death, for Madama Butterfly.
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Silence, recording!
Jussi’s Swedish studio recordings took place in various venues in 
Stockholm. In Europafilm’s spartan sound studio, above and on the next 
pages, Jussi made several classic recordings including Sverige, Tonerna 
and Land du välsignade on Sept. 25, 1957.  The conductor was, of course, 
Nils Grevillius. 
In Stockholm’s concert hall on Feb. 8, 1959, Jussi made his last Swedish 
studio recording. That included his immortal “O holy night” which is a 
Christmas tradition for many Swedes. On the right, below, he listens to a 
take with Grevillius in the background.
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In the Jussi Björling Museum in Borlänge there are about 1400 different 
issues (September 2014) of Jussi’s recordings from the whole world. The 
collection consists of 78s and 45s, LPs, CDs, cassettes, DVDs etc.---most 
likely the world’s largest collection of Björling records.

page 196
The film star Jussi Björling
In “Fram för frangång,” released in 1938, and directed by  Gunnar 
Skoglund, Jussi has the role of the unhappy  singer Tore Nilsson who is not 
permitted to audition for the national radio. Under the mysterious name of 
“The singing X,” he is hunted by police in the movie. After many 
complications where he hides on a Baltic island, the movie has a happy 
ending with a great singing success at Gröna Lund. 



Page 197 shows a scene from the film “Resan till dej,” from 1953, a 
musical love story directed by Stig Olin. Jussi is playing himself opposite 
Alice Babs, Sven Lindberg and SiggeFürst, who is sitting on the left.
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Siarö
position: 59°33.1’N, 18° 39.1’ E
Breathing hole, paradise, freedom, oasis, fishing happiness, calm. 
Here Jussi rested together with his family between hectic seasons every 
Summer from 1940 on. Here he charged his batteries. Here they 
socialized. Here he fished and here he sang. Many people from Siarö and 
nearby  Ljusterö have told of wonderful singing rolling across the Siarö 
strait. The family hired the Summer house the first time in 1940. Before 
that they had spent Summers at Sandholmen, and Wettershaga, only a few 
nautical miles away. The owner, the widow of Thor Thorén, the architect 
of the house, did not want to keep the place. She sold it with furniture and 
all to the Björling’s for 19,000 kronor. 
The Summers were sacred to Jussi. It is true that he also took several 
engagements during the summers. He simply didn’t want to disappoint his 
Swedish public and a Summer without his Skansen and Gröna Lund 
concerts would be unthinkable. But the free time between long tours 
abroad, sometimes for half a year or more, were important for him to 
restore his energy, and his longing for the archipelago was strong. Jussi 
loved it even if he came from inland Dalarna. The Summer house at Siarö 
is still owned by the Björling family.
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A passion
To fish was more than a hobby for Jussi, it was a passion. The interest had 
been there ever since childhood when he and his brothers went fishing 
with their father David. 
“I regard rod-and-reel fishing the best possible relaxation, and recommend 
it warmly  to everybody who might feel stressed and worn,” he writes in 
his autobiography. What Jussi didn’t know about sport fishing was not 
worth knowing, and he always wanted the best equipment. It was said that 
he knew exactly where the fish were to be found and he rarely came home
empty-handed. He called himself “the pikes’ enemy #1.”
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The motorboat Lillan
was named after Ann-Charlotte who had that  pet name in the family. It 
was a mahogany boat designed by Gideon Forslund, “the father of the 



Swedish racing boat.” Jussi bought the boat in 1945 and it was sold after 
his death. Today it is in a museum in Holland.
In the picture on the left, the whole Björling family  waves goodbye to the 
photographer from DagensNyheter, who had been there for a newspaper 
photo story on July  15, 1947. The ferryman in the foreground is Otto 
Sjöberg, the family’s handyman on Siarö.
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Miniature poodle Bongo was an important member of the Björling family. 
Jussi had received him as a gift  during his South African tour in 1956 and 
brought him to Sweden. Of course there would be a problem to pass 
through the strict quarantine of the time, but this was solved in an 
unconventional way: when Jussi and Anna-Lisa left the plane at Bromma 
airport on the 12th of September, they  were met by a welcoming delegation 
which included the manager of the airport. Bongo was sleeping in a bag 
which Jussi carried and at the right moment he asked for help to carry his 
bag. The manager immediately  offered his service and willingly carried 
the bag through customs. That’s how Bongo was smuggled into Sweden.
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Quiet summer evening
with a fishing pole on the dock at Siarö strait. Far from demands on the 
world’s opera stages, Jussi felt the most at ease here. This classic picture 
was taken by the photographer of the Se magazine in 1952.
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A Swedish classic
Jussi Björling never disappointed his Swedish public. A summer without 
Jussi at Gröna Lund would have been unthinkable.
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And sometimes he took the opportunity to amuse himself at the Gröna 
Lund amusement park (also called “Grönan” or Tivoli).
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Solosinging at Skansen
For many  years it  was a natural tradition that  Jussi appeared at Skansen, 
sometimes more than once a year. This was before the TV era, but even 
then people stood waiting for hours to be able to see and hear our great 
tenor. And it was regularly filled to the last seat  just as it is for the sing-
alongs of our time. But with the difference that Jussi filled Skansen all by 
himself.



Dagens Nyheter of July 26, 1950 reports that 20,000 people came to the 
Solliden stage: “There were 20,000 who didn’t say  a word while the 
concert took place.” One of the listeners is quoted “when Jussi sings 
nothing more is needed, nothing to add; it’s fantastic what a grip he has on 
us.”
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Last performance 
On Saturday August 20, 1960, Jussi appeared in public for the very last 
time. It happened at the usual Summer concert at Skansen. After the 
concert he is reported to have said, “Well it wasn’t much and now it’s 
over.” What did he mean by that? 
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The funeral
At Engelbrekt Church in Stockholm, on Monday Sept. 19, 1960, there was 
a grand celebration of Jussi Björling.The church was filled, there was a sea 
of wreaths from all of Swedish society including the King and Queen, 
condolences from the foreign opera world and a live broadcast on radio 
and TV (the first time Swedish TV did a live broadcast of a similar event). 
Singer colleagues were in the honor guard around the casket, the patriotic
song Sverige was sung by the Academic choir: It  could not have been 
closer to a state funeral.
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Home to Stora Tuna
Supported by the vicar Tore Norrby, Anna-Lisa and the family leave the 
funeral in the Engelbrekt Church. In his eulogy Norrby said that Jussi’s 
singing was a gift to humanity. 
Already  the next day  the coffin was taken in a procession 120 miles to 
Stora Tuna in Dalarna for burial. A mountain of flowers had accumulated 
and thousands of people had come in the rain to say farewell to this son of 
the place.
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“Great singer-heart; you are eternity”
was the inscription on the wreath sent by the Royal Opera. The sorrow and 
sense of loss were enormous. Everybody, high and low, was moved and 
the condolences came in from the whole world: The Swedish royal family, 
singer colleagues in many countries, the Met and many of the world’s 
other leading opera houses, the “supporter club,” Täten i kön, fishing 
families around the Siarö strait, the large gramophone companies, 



Skansen, Gröna Lund, Liseberg in Gothenburg, Tivoli in Copenhagen, the 
Royal Academy of Music….
Flower arrangements, letters, telegrams, 91 wreaths….(page 221) a simple 
little note: “Mrs. Anna-Lisa Björling. National mourning! The wonderful 
voice is silent, I beg you to receive my simple little flower. A grateful 
listener and a simple woman of the people.”
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Thursday June 3, 2001
Jussi’s and Anna-Lisa’s 75th wedding anniversary. Ann-Charlotte and Lars 
with Lars’s poodle Tintin put a bouquet of lilies of the valley from Siarö 
on Jussi’s grave in Stora Tuna.
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Jussi: a chronology by Harald Henryssson and Roger Alderstrand
Thanks primarily to  untiring research by two people, we can here present 
a unique list of  3003 performances by Jussi Björling, a chronology much 
more complete than what was  published earlier (research continues, and 
in August of 2014, 3030 have been verified). The founder of the Jussi 
Björling Museum, Harald Henrysson, and the scholar and teacher Roger 
Alderstrand have done impressive work in mapping a career with few 
equals. From childhood touring with the father through unforgettable 
moments on the world’s operatic stages, until the very last concert in 
Stockholm on Aug. 20, 1960, this mapping has been achieved during an 
uncountable number of hours with microfilmed newspapers, which 
constitute an essential part of the source material. All research material has 
been collected at the Jussi Björling Museum in Borlänge.
Also other engaged Jussi researchers have contributed with important 
knowledge and information. We can mention Bertil Bengtsson, Roland
Johansson, Jan-Olof Damberg and Harold Löwing. 
A complete chronology of Jussi Björling’sperformances will never exist.  
During his childhood tours in both Sweden and America, there were 
certain to be concerts only advertised in posters or through word of mouth. 
And when concerts may have been cancelled, that can’t be verified today.
From the US tour of 1919-21, we know that concerts are missing and the 
materials from the American tours from 1937-41 are relatively incomplete.
No less than 955 of the total of 3003 verified performances were made in 
the childhood years of 1915-27. Then the brothers were touring first with 
their father David and then on their own for about a year after his death in 
1926.
This period has in its unique compass not been presented earlier. Through 
this Jussi Björling had an early start to a phenomenal career.



The chronology of Jussi Björling’s performances comprises public or 
private occasions as well as radio concerts, live or  not, with or without 
public, gramophone and film recordings (occasions with unadvertised 
singing, like dinners,are not included). The chronology exists in two 
different versions: all performances on the pages that follow are described  
in more detail in Swedish and English on the CD included with this book. 
The CD also includes a selection of recordings and two radio interviews. 


